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  - a.-c. 34-4-1 = MFA
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- a. Kawab statue fragments, G 7120
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### Plate XI
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Plate XXI
Khaðkhufu chapel, G 7140
a. West wall, inner chamber, north of false door, first and second registers: estates and scribes
b. West wall, inner chamber, north of false door, second through fifth registers: scribes and offering bearers
Plate XXII
Khaðkhufu chapel, G 7140, inner chamber, west wall, north end, viewing husband and wife
Plate XXIII
Khaðkhufu chapel, G 7140, inner chamber, west wall, north end, detail of viewing husband and wife, with text above pair
Plate XXIV
Khaðkhufu chapel, G 7140, inner chamber, north wall, below text
Plate XXV
Khaðkhufu chapel, G 7140, inner chamber, north wall, text above pair
Plate XXVI
Khaðkhufu chapel, G 7140, detail of text on western side (not drawn)
Plate XXVII
Khaðkhufu, burial apartments, G 7140
a. G 7140: 7130 B, main chamber, looking southwest, cf. fig. 21
b. G 7140: 7130 B, main chamber, looking southeast, cf. fig. 21
c. G 7140: 7130 B, coffin chamber, looking west, cf. 21
Plate XXVIII
Khaðkhufu, burial apartments, G 7140
a. G 7140: 7130 B, main chamber, looking southwest, cf. fig. 21
b. G 7140: 7130 B, main chamber, looking southeast, cf. fig. 21
c. G 7140: 7130 B, coffin chamber, looking west, cf. 21
Plate XXIX
Khaðkhufu, wife's chapel, G 7130; reliefs assigned to chapel. See fig. 23 for key to numbers
Plate XXX
a. Area south of Khaðkhufu I mastaba, looking northwest. Left: doorway to undecorated chapel of Khaðkhufu II, G 7150. Lower left: doorway to chapel of Menib, G 7249. Right of center: mastaba of Khuenptah, G 7246
b. Khaðkhufu II, G 7150, looking west, with doorway to undecorated chapel on right
c. Khaðkhufu II, G 7150, exterior chapel, looking south
Plate XXXI
Khaðkhufu II, G 7150, western side
a. View looking southeast
b. Western side
c. Detail of text on western side (not drawn)
Plate XXXII
Khaðkhufu II, G 7150, undecorated chapel, lintel
Plate XXXIII
Khaðkhufu II, G 7150, exterior chapel, entrance
a. Lintel
b. East jamb
c. West jamb
Plate XXXIV
Khaðkhufu II, G 7150, exterior chapel, architrave beam and pillar, north face
Plate XXXV
Khaðkhufu II, G 7150, exterior chapel
a. Pillar, east face
b. Architrave beam and pillar, south face
c. Pillar, west face
Plate XXXVI
Khafkhufu II, G 7150, exterior chapel
a. North wall, east end, above doorway
b. North wall, east end, to right of doorway

Plate XXXVII
Khafkhufu II, G 7150, exterior chapel
a. North wall, eastern end, upper part
b. North wall, eastern end, lower part

Plate XXXVIII
Khafkhufu II, G 7150, exterior chapel
a. East wall, northern part
b. East wall, center part

Plate XXXIX
Khafkhufu II, G 7150, exterior chapel
a. East wall, lower part of southern section
b. East wall, lower part of center section

Plate XL
Khafkhufu II, G 7150, exterior chapel
a. South wall, eastern part
b. South wall, western part

Plate XLI
Khafkhufu II, G 7150, exterior chapel
a. South wall, eastern end, detail
b. South wall, western end, detail

Plate XLII
Khafkhufu II, G 7150, exterior chapel
a. South wall, center
b. South wall, lower registers, right end

Plate XLIII
Khafkhufu II, G 7150, exterior chapel
a. West wall, upper left, above false door panel
b. West wall, upper right, offering list

Plate XLIV
Khafkhufu II, G 7150, exterior chapel
a. West wall, false door, left side (to south)
b. West wall, false door, center

Plate XLV
Khafkhufu II, G 7150, exterior chapel
a. West wall, lower registers, center
b. West wall, lower registers, right (to north)

Plate XLVI
Subsidiary mastabas, stone and pottery vessels
a. Alabaster model vessels from G 7111 C, cf. fig. 55
b. Limestone model canopic jar from G 7140 Z, 262–2194, see fig. 62
c. Alabaster model vessels from G 7111 D, see fig. 55
d. Milk bowl, with incised text, G 7112 A, 251–311, see figs. 57, 69
e. Alabaster model vessels, G 7112 A: 251–181, 183, 185, 182
f. Pottery vessels, G 7112 A: 251–426, 222, 311, 1224, 1223; cf. fig. 57
g. Alabaster model vessels, G 7113, shaft G 7130 X, cf. fig. 66
h. Limestone model vessels, G 7132 A: 2412–543, 542, 1010, 1000, 1008, 1002; cf. fig. 60
i. Limestone model vessels, G 7132 A: 2412–1028, 1025, 1014, 1033, 1048, 555; cf. fig. 60

Plate XLVII
a.–b. Limestone statue, lower part, from G 7130 X, 2412–867
MFA; cf. fig. 69
c. Limestone pair statue, headless, from G 7140 Z, 233–124
MFA; cf. fig. 69
d. Copper tools, G 7112 A, 251–1168 to 1170
e. Copper tools, G 7112 A, 2412–1005 to 1007
f. View down shaft, G 7112 A, looking west, cf. fig. 57
g. View down shaft, G 7132, looking west, cf. fig. 61

FIGURES
1. Cemetery 7000, Expedition 1924–1931
2. G 7110–7120. Mastaba of Kawab, plan and section
3. Area east of Cheops Pyramid
4. Isometric drawing of G 7120 chapel, Kawab, after Smith (Kendall)
5. G 7120 (Kawab), plan and section reconstruction after Smith (Kendall)
6. G 7120 B, plan, section, and alabaster vessels
7. G 7120 A, Kawab, plan, section, and pottery
8. G 7120 A, Kawab sarcophagus
9. G 7120 B, plan, section, and pottery; G 7120 X, section
10. G 7120, Kawab chapel, reliefs: Doorway, chambers D to C
Chamber C, east wall
West reveal of doorway from chamber C to B
11. G 7120, Kawab chapel, reliefs: A. Unnumbered block assigned to chamber B south wall with “window”
B–G. Reliefs assigned to chamber B, east wall
12. G 7120, Kawab chapel, reliefs assigned to chamber B, east wall
13. G 7120, Kawab chapel, reliefs, chamber B, west wall, embrasure, north side, and fragments assigned to south side with reconstruction of same
14. G 7120, Kawab chapel, reliefs assigned to chamber A
15. G 7120, Kawab chapel, reliefs assigned to chamber A, west wall
16. Top: G 7120, Kawab chapel, miscellaneous reliefs not assigned. Bottom: G 7110, chapel of Kawab’s wife, reliefs
17. G 7120, Kawab chapel, statue fragments assigned to chapel
18. G 7120, Kawab chapel, statue fragments assigned to chapel
19. G 7130–7140, Khafkhufu I, plan and section
20. G 7130 A, plan, section, and finds
21. G 7130 B, Khafkhufu burial, plan, section, and pottery, with later additions
22. Top: plan and section of Khafkhufu sarcophagus, G 7130 B. Bottom: plan and section, Khafkhufu false door in chapel, G 7140
23. G 7130, reliefs assigned to wife’s chapel, various locations
24. Khafkhufu (G 7140), chapel, relief, outer jamb, north
25. Khafkhufu (G 7140), chapel, relief, outer jamb, south
26. Khafkhufu (G 7140), chapel relief, façade, south
27. Khafkhufu (G 7140), chapel relief, façade, north
28. Khafkhufu (G 7140), chapel relief, inner jamb, south; drum
29. Khafkhufu (G 7140), chapel relief, inner jamb, north
30. Khafkhufu (G 7140), chapel relief, east wall
31. Khafkhufu (G 7140), chapel relief, south wall
32. Khafkhufu (G 7140), chapel relief, west wall, south section, false door with recessed panels
33. Khafkhufu (G 7140), chapel relief, west wall, north section
34. Khafkhufu (G 7140), chapel relief, north wall
35. Masons’ marks:
   a) east face corner block, northeast corner G 7130, top line appears to go around mastaba (north side)
   b) G 7110
c) G 7130–7140 edge of block at south side of Isis temple paving
36. Plan of area south of Khafkhufu I (G 7140) with plan of Khafkhufu II (G 7150)
37. G 7150 B, plan and section, burial of Khafkhufu II
38. G 7150 D, Khafkhufu II, plan and section of shaft and burial
39. G 7150 F, objects from this area
40. G 7150 F, Khafkhufu II, plan and section of shaft and burial
41. G 7150 F, Khafkhufu II, plan and section of shaft and burial
42. Top: G 7150, Khafkhufu II, lintel of earlier, undecorated chapel on north. Bottom: G 7150, Khafkhufu II, lintel of decorated chapel
43. G 7150, Khafkhufu II, chapel reliefs, drum and jambs
44. G 7150, Khafkhufu II, chapel reliefs, architrave beam and pillar, north face
45. G 7150, Khafkhufu II, chapel reliefs, architrave beam and pillar, south face
46. G 7150, Khafkhufu II, chapel reliefs, pillar, east face (right), west face (left)
47. G 7150, Khafkhufu II, chapel reliefs, north wall
48. G 7150, Khafkhufu II, chapel reliefs, east wall
49. G 7150, Khafkhufu II, chapel reliefs, south wall
50. G 7150, Khafkhufu II, chapel reliefs, west wall
51. Subsidiary mastabas, plans. Top: G 7111, 7112; Bottom: G 7133, 7132
52. G 7111 A, plan and section
53. G 7111 B, G 7111 C, plan and section
54. G 7111 D, plan and section
55. G 7111 C and G 7111 D, alabaster vessels
56. G 7111 E, plan and section
57. G 7112 A, plan, section, and objects
58. G 7112 B, G 7112 C, G 7112 D, plan and sections
59. G 7131, pottery
60. G 7132 A, plan and limestone model vessels
61. G 7132 A, sections
62. G 7140 U, X, and Z: objects
63. G 7132 B, plan and section
64. G 7133: plan, section, and alabaster model vessels, shaft G 7130 X
65. G 7133–7134: plan, section of G 7130 Y and G 7130 U
66. G 7130 Z, plan and section
67. G 7135: plan and sections, G 7140 X
68. G 7135: plan and sections, G 7140 Y
69. Top left: diorite hands from statues
   Top right: position of fragments assigned to Cairo statue CG 46
   Bottom left: incised text on bowl, G 7112 A, from hand copy in register
   Bottom right: texts from statue fragments, G 7140 Z and G 7130 X
70. Addenda: G 7101–7102, Qar and Idu pottery; cf. Giza Mastabas 2
72. Addenda: G 7530, Mersyankh III, details, cf. Giza Mastabas 1